
MUSCULAR WHOLE BODY WORKOUT

Focus: Team challenges

Suggested work out:
Pulse raiser for roughly 5 minutes. Start with light walking and skipping before

increasing the speed.
Challenge is on. Following the tag games run the activities for as long as you see fit.

Run one activity each then repeat for a maximum of 3 times. 
Pulse lowering cool down and stretches to finish. 
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CRAB TAG and/or TIGER TAG 

Select a number of taggers. The rest of the children are walkers. They must stay within the area and are only allowed to walk
away from the taggers,if caught they must become a tagger, last walker wins! 

Taggers are either a CRAB (move using hands and feet, keeping bottom off the floor) or a
TIGER (move on hands and feet, facing the floor and bottom in the air) depending on the which of the games you are playing.

Taggers must always use their hands when trying to catch a walker. 

RUSSIAN TWIST BALL PASS 

In your team sit side by
side and complete Russian

twists to pass the ball
from one end of the line
and back again, could be
completed in small group

of 4 in a circle

EQUIPMENT: 
Mats / stopwatch / whistle / balls / dodgeballs / cones / gym mats

PLANK RELAYS 

In groups of 4-6, hold a plank
position. Leave a gap between

each person. Person at the
start jumps up and runs to the
end, once they are in place
the next person does the

same and so on.

SUMO SQUAT TWISTS 

Wide stance, deep squat.
Put the outside of your foot
alongside another person

so you are in a line. Take the
ball and twist to your partner
and pass the ball down the

line. When it reaches the end
the last person runs down

the line and starts the
sequence again.

PAIR GLUTE BRIDGE RELAY

Hold hips in bridge position,
feet and knees together,

use hands on floor to help
stabilise. Bridge side by
side with your partner,
person 1 crawls under

and makes a new bridge.
Repeat until the everyone

has crawled through 










